PMM Conference Call Minutes
August 27, 2008 10:00 am

Panel Officials Present:  Dave Kuniega, Chairperson (PA DOT)
                        Meredith McDiarmid, vice chair (NC DOT)

Liaisons Present:  Keith Platte, Claire Kim, Josh Charnosky (PA DOT)

TC Update

None

Report Update

1) Questions for iEngineering DATAMINE concerns/issues

   a) Photo log (develop a data area and means for upload)
   b) Wet Retro: wet numbers vs. dry number (no dry reading data block)
   c) Titles and units for input
   d) Area for comments in DATAMINE?
   e) Allow upload of excel file, standardize data input
   f) Need 2008 DCDs for data

2) To improve the process:
   a) Automatic time limit suggested by Dave
   b) Vendors need auto email and right contact person
   c) Meredith addressed industry concerns

Testing Update

1) Utah LTAP: data collection complete, upload being finalized
2) 05-08 data review for PA, uploading being finalized
3) Mississippi has one year remaining
4) Louisiana and other lab testing states: data storage and upload issues
5) Wisconsin to provide two more years of data

Working Update

1) Language to be chosen:
a) Written in hard copy type format needs to be revised
b) Annual sequence reports: Make report available sooner than annual
c) Data: upload monthly?
d) Release interim data by monthly for state

General comments

1) How does the TCs handle changes the data inputs and test information
2) Florida: Beginning in October small deck 10-12 products will use work plan as guide; potentially a start for formal testing for NTPEP in 2009

Membership List

1) Florida representative: Meredith will email FL
2) Mississippi representative
3) Check the website updates: new/old members